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Landing Gear Gotcha’s
I’m calling this brief dissertation, “Landing Gear Gotcha’s”; those which are likely
to be encountered while performing the SL-782B and the associated AD77.13.21
part A. Gotcha’s because revealed here will be items that are commonly overlooked,
misunderstood in overall scope, or insufficient attention paid to the details. The
result may be an incompletely performed AD, or improperly adjusted landing gear
retraction system, or overlooked worn items, or you fill in the blanks.
I’ve been asked many times how long should the infamous thousand-hour AD take to
perform. That repeated question is what prompted me to spend way too much time
writing this [brief!!] as education for whoever may read it. It’s a 3-day’s job.
There needs to be some clarification concerning required procedures that are
inferred within the Comanche Service Manuals, while performing the AD77.13.21
part “A”. The data presented in the latest versions of the SMs must be adhered to;
this newer information therein should be applied to and implemented during the
performance of SL-782B etc. Specifically see the wear limits pages in SL-782B for
one example.
Convention note: If a specific manual section is stated herein, for instance anything
6-dash is for the singles. The twins are in the 7-dash range; just so you know.
Read SCSM section 6-51, A; “after changing or adjusting any assembly of the gear
or retraction system, an adjustment of its following component should be made.”
Simply stated, you must perform the pre-load adjustment as part of SL-782B.
My suggested landing gear preload adjustment procedure follows, derived from
the SMs but mostly from experience. Some of this language to follow is excerpted
in part from my manual for installation and adjustment of the landing gear
push/pull cables, where you will find more complete details and photographs.
Following is a Service Manual quote; it’s where you start the preload procedure.

c. Turn the release tube (19) on actuator screw to maintain a distance of 10.875 inches between the center
of the transmission mounting pin (12) and center of the thru bolt (13) connecting the lower portion of the
torque arms. This adjustment should allow approximately (a minimum of) 0.125 inch measured along the
actuator screw (14) between the roll pin stop (16) and the screw nut (15).
Refer to section 6-54, C quoted above and referring to illustration 6-14. Setting
this distance to 10.875” is crucially important for success of this entire process.
At the very least you must measure accurately and adjust your transmission
accordingly by turning the rubber coupling. If you have a loose bearing in the
transmission which is much too common and overlooked from lack of knowledge [see
the appropriate service manual section mentioned earlier to check for this]. Also if
you are interested in a video, I have a few posted on my website and one posted one
on www.youtube.com - search for Comanche transmission. If you do find a loose
bearing in the transmission you must use this setting gauge in place of the
transmission or you will be repeating the adjustments when you replace the
transmission with a serviceable one. Note – to construct this setting gauge use 1-ft

of 1” square aluminum tubing; drill 2x 3/8” holes @ 10.875” center to center
distance and slot one of the through-holes downward to mimic the opening in the
transmission release arm.
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To gain access to the transmission, the singles must have the floor forward center
section removed. To accomplish that task you need the front seats and inboard
seat belts, seat tracks, and the carpet removed if it interferes. The twins and the
“C” model singles have a larger access panel for the transmission area, but don’t
be fooled. To remove the transmission you have to remove the cotter pin and clevis
pin at the rear of the transmission where it mounts to the bracket; that job
requires good access. And why you ask does the transmission need to be removed.
The basic geometry for the landing gear system is established with the dimension
10.875” between the transmission mounting bracket and the cross bolt between the
torque links. Without that being set correctly you are headed for an incorrect
adjustment procedure outcome. To repeat, another pitfall is end-play in the
transmission bearing housing, see SCSM 6-44 E. If that condition exists it will be
nearly impossible to adjust the preloads; and a transmission with that condition is
not serviceable. Ponder this; how are you going to measure and set the 10.875”
dimension with the transmission installed? You can’t is the answer.
Prior to performing the main gear portion of the preload adjustment, disconnect
the nose gear push-pull control rod at the drag link clevis. Adjust the position of
the main gear rod end bearing to allow free insertion of the ¼” bolt. Now push
upward [light force to check for movement] at the junction of the drag links [where
the switch mounting bracket is located]; any movement must be removed by moving
the rod end bearing outboard. The position where the bolt cannot be easily
inserted should be considered the “no free-play and no preload” condition; you’ve
just removed the “backlash” from the system. Now turn the rod end bearing
outboard 1 revolution [per SM for new conduits, ½ turn for used conduits] and
the proper preload is now set. Remove the AN26 screw and disconnect the drag
link from the side brace stud. Repeat this procedure for the opposite gear. Do not
finally install the main gear rod end bearings to the drag links until after the
nose gear push-pull control rod preload adjustment has been performed.
The nose gear preload adjustment procedure is similar but must be performed with
the mains disconnected. Employing a similar technique as with the mains, the nose
gear push-pull rod must be shortened 1 turn for proper preload.
If you perform the preload adjustment as just outlined, the gears will be
“synchronized” as stated in the SMs. Remember, adjust one gear’s preload at a time
and then disconnect that gear before proceeding to the next gear.
In SL-782B item 5: read “note” concerning the nose gear drag links. This deals with
the nose gear drag links synchronization. If you are not familiar or have not
previously performed this operation please carefully read and understand the
appropriate SM section. This is another potential time-consuming “gotcha”.
Items #10, #11, and #12 on the nose gear wear limits page are part of this AD.
That means the complete nose gear assembly must come out of the airplane, and
that means removing the cowling for the singles. And you better hope your twin
doesn’t have a Miller nose for this portion of the job.
SL-782B Item 8: Disconnect and inspect the main gear push/pull cables; that means
both ends. Another indication of required access to the transmission area.
SL-782B, page 2, item [letter] “I” under material required: “…; replace components
exceeding specified wear limits”. There is a little note on the bottom of page 3 in
the SL-782B as follows. “Above date reflects June 1976 PA-24 and PA-30/39
Service Manual information”. Well guess what’s missing? SL-782B, by virtue of the
date that it was written, does not contain the notes from the SMs concerning the
wear limits for the nose gear springs and main gear springs. The revised SM
versions list the springs as items to check. Ref 3rd paragraph on page one.
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To continue, “Replace components exceeding specified repair limits”. OK but did you
actually check the nose gear and main gear springs as specified; I would wager few
do so. The main gear’s springs are supposed to be replaced at each bungee change
[section 6-33, note following (letter) “I”]; just replace them if they don’t look new.
The $50 nose gear springs are supposed to be checked for proper tension.
Reference the “nose gear wear limits” in the appropriate SM where it is stated
thusly. “Spring is serviceable when a 45 +/– 5 pound tension load extends the
spring to 4 inches [measured at the inside of the loop ends.]” also keep in mind the
SMs specifically state to check the assist springs for corrosion. In a recent batch
of 6 used springs that I inspected, all had corrosion and 5 were discarded failing
the tension inspection. The one will be reused after cadmium plating. Those little
beauties are $50 each, and thankfully still available from Piper. I mention this
little item about springs to make you aware of both, tension and corrosion.
Now let’s cover some details and recommendations about replacing the bushings. In
general if a bushing is a press-fit and the component can be heated then it’s an
excellent idea to heat prior to removing a bushing. I use 100% synthetic automotive
engine oil in a deep-fat fryer; they’re not expensive. A small part needs 5 minutes
and you’ll find it releases well; use leather gloves to handle the hot component.
If you’re doing the large bushing in a strut/oleo housing, then you’ll need more
time to heat. I’ve never been able to even budge one of these large bushings without
heating as above; they just won’t gracefully move. Likewise heating and fixturing
for alignment is important for installation of a new bushing. If you broach the bore
in the aluminum while installing a new bushing you quite possibly have destroyed
the “fit” and the part will be non-serviceable. If you choose to not heat as
suggested then you chance damaging the component bore as the steel bushing is
pressed out; some aluminum material may adhere to the steel bushing. Then again
you have possibly compromised the “fit”. We’re all looking at the used market as
parts sources here; please don’t short-cut and ruin a component which otherwise
could be maintained as serviceable.
Also if you use Piper’s bushings [my preference] for the aluminum components,
you’ll need to ream for proper clearance. That should be considered an advantage
because you can make the clearance as tight as the SL allows. In addition I use a
flexible ball hone after reaming to impart a cross-hatch finish for better lubricity.
The honed finish will also allow the male component, bolt or stud, a little less
wear over time. The as-reamed bushing I.D. finish may have small ridges which can
wear the male part more aggressively. You can witness this on the side brace stud
especially if the bushings were not honed. That’s an expensive part to throw away
prematurely. Likewise the pivot bolts with the grease fittings in the nose gear.
This next part of this discussion applies to the nose gear drag links. Don’t just
stick the reamer in the hole and turn it. Be sensible and look ahead. The bushing
holes need to be aligned with the opposite-side component. If you ream one
“crooked” then that component will possibly be in a “bind” and subsequently cause
misalignment after assembly, and then you’ll have a problem with synchronizing the
nose gear over-center adjustment for the nose gear drag links. Read the
paragraph on page 2 again starting, “In SL-782B item 5”.
For replacing the bushings at the nose pivots in the steel tube mount I use a ballbearing thrust washer with a grade-8 bolt and a shouldered mandrel that fits
inside the bushing and a receiver for the bushing to enter during extraction. You
don’t want to start hammering on this one. Insertion is similar and thankfully this
bushing does not require reaming. The left side bushing at this tube structure
takes a lot of load and consequently wears. The aft bushings in the aft drag links
are passive bushings; the bolts do not turn in those bushings; so less wear should
be expected.
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And here’s a note concerning the bushings in the bracket assemblies for the sidebrace studs.
These bushing are supposed to have a fit of approximately 0.0025” with all new
components. When replacing the bushings be aware that heating the aluminum
before removal and installation is important, otherwise it is possible to damage the
bore, and the result can be the new bushing may not have this required fit. These
forgings were brutally expensive [$448] in 1998 when Piper discontinued them; be
careful, they are currently NLA and you may be stuck with purchasing an unknown
salvage part. Also important to know, after installation of the new bushings in the
side brace support, they will require reaming to size and for hole alignment; that’s
why Pipers’ bushings are under-size on the I.D. Why both bushings? It is
inappropriate to replace just one; you will never have alignment of the internal
bores unless you replace both in one bracket, followed by the reaming operation.
You simply must ream them or the internal bores will not be in alignment; think
about it! Again use a flexible ball hone after reaming to impart a cross-hatch finish
for better lubricity.
Another AD97-01-01-R1 covers the side brace stud which is a part of this support
assembly; likewise it has a 1000 hour period and applies to the entire fleet. Send
the side brace studs out for MPI [better than the dye penetrant method] and YT
from a recognized qualified vendor; that will take care of the 2nd AD. It makes good
sense to do both AD’s concurrently. Aircraft Specialties Services in Tulsa, OK
charges $15 per stud; be sure to tell them the P/N of the studs you are sending.
That’s all Comrades.
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